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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 Linux has firmly established itself as a preferred delivery vehicle for modern applications; 

in addition to that role, it has become the preferred platform for cloud infrastructure. The 

credibility of Linux didn’t just happen overnight; credibility has been cultivated from humble 

beginnings and by patiently building ecosystems and rich application portfolios. But most 

importantly, credibility comes from satisfied customers that have seen Linux meet their 

needs for a reliable environment that offers scale, security, and robust application support.

Within the broader Linux category, enterprise customers usually gravitate to enterprise 

distributions for the benefits those distributions deliver on — efficient operational costs, 

better reliability and availability, and better scalability in terms of both users per server 

and servers per administrator. These benefits typically translate into a better return on 

investment (ROI) for enterprise customers, which IDC’s business value research measures 

and highlights.

IDC interviewed 12 organizations to understand how they are using Red Hat Enterprise 

Linux (RHEL) to support their business operations. These organizations reported that 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux servers provide a cost-effective, efficient, and reliable operating 

environment. IDC compared key performance metrics and costs for the interviewed 

organizations’ server environments using the Red Hat Enterprise Linux operating system 

with those for servers running alternative operating systems and determined that the 

organizations are realizing substantial business value by using Red Hat Enterprise Linux. IDC 

projects that these organizations will achieve business benefits worth an average of $29,517 

per 100 users per year, which would provide a three-year return on investment of 348% 

through the following benefits:

»  Optimizing IT infrastructure costs, including needing fewer servers to run the same

workloads and lower software costs

»  Making IT staff operations more efficient through ease of management and virtualization

»  Reducing the impact of unplanned downtime and outages on users and business

operations

»  Supporting business growth through scalability and high performance
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Business Value 
Highlights
348% 
average three-year ROI

7 months 
to breakeven

40% 
lower three-year cost 
of operations

20% 
lower IT infrastructure costs

45% 
more efficient IT staff 
operations

68% 
less unplanned downtime

26% 
faster deployment of new 
business applications GET FULL REPORT
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